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                                                Why do I feel so Tense? 

 

 
 Tension in the body, in our muscles, our stomach, intestines and chest is designed to protect us from danger. This allowed our ancestors to 
survive extreme danger which was all around them, but we ended up with bodies that were very sensitive to danger, that would react instantly 
before we ‘knew’ consciously we were in danger. In the diagram the fear centre (amygdala) in our brain is suddenly active because we see a 
snake, the fast pathway (A) switches on a whole chain of events, for instance, the muscles in our bodies become tense, the heart gets faster to 
pump more blood to the muscles so we can fight or run away. This reaction became associated with things that were not dangerous in 
themselves (the cactus) but signalled danger. Later the cactus will make the man’s body react but it may not activate the memory of the snake. 
The pathway to our conscious mind (pathway B) does not tell our conscious mind what we are fearful of, so we may not be aware of the 
original threat, we might guess correctly but we may not. This is particularly true if the threat relates to events from our childhood, when our 
brains didn’t store memory so effectively, even more so in events that were frightening to us as children. So without us knowing why, our 
bodies become tense, which makes our minds nervous and irritable without us knowing why; we now look for threats and see them when 
they’re not there, we blame people and events around us and become pointlessly aggressive and angry, which once again winds up our bodies, 
becoming a vicious cycle.  
 
As well as protecting us from danger our minds also need to help us to take advantage of opportunities.  We may be very good at keeping safe, 
but equally we need to take some risks, we could sit in a safe place all day, but then we would starve to death. There needs to be a balance in 
our minds between risk and opportunity.  We have found that indeed we can overcome fear and other bad feelings if we increase our good 
feelings above a certain level, this is the way evolution allows us to be safe (enough) but use our abilities to find food, make friends, find a 
mate.    
 
There are 2 ways to increase good feelings.  One is to relax; there are particular forms of relaxation which can increase our good feelings, 
which automatically reduces our bad feelings, is to tense and relax our muscles, the other is to breathe slowly, and to notice the difference this 
makes.  Also if we hear positive messages this can also increase good feelings if it is delivered in a very relaxed state. These forms of relaxation 
are contained in the positive mental training programme, and it represents a powerful combination, which allows us to see things differently, 
from a safe relaxed perspective. This change of perspective can be literally an amazing transformation.   
 
                                                                      More at www.foundationforpositivementalhealth.com  


